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 I decided to combat and win. It will help you with limiting beliefs. is
a robust true story and guidebook to help others change their mindset
and never give up in any aspect of life, from wellness to prosperity and
beyond. I believe you can hack your cells to live an improved, longer,
healthier existence. This publication is my story.When I was told I had
only a couple of years left to live at age twenty-four, existence
stopped for an instant. I was all of a sudden staring loss of life in
its face and had so much more to give with my entire life." You can
transform your mindset at any moment once you challenge your belief
system.Cancers: MY UNSEEN GIFT" Once you transformation your mindset,
you modification your outlook on health and wealth. Start with
appreciating life on a daily basis and never quit the fight.
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But I can already tell it’s a great book. Just what a brave young man I
just bought this book today. I haven’t finished it yet, but I have to
say I can’t end reading it! To help others through your composing, words
and life is usually honorable.! I took a break to make a cup of tea and
write a review anyway despite the fact that a little bit premature. Dany
brings tears to my eyes and hope to my center in this beautiful,
inspiring story of his bout with cancer tumor. What a brave young man
... I’ll review again when I finish.. I really like this story. I’m
heading back to my reading now and probably will finish the publication
today.. ( found AJ Mihrzad wrote the forwards. Thank you for sharing and
providing people the hope we need! Dany brings tears to my eyes and hope
to my center in this beautiful, inspiring tale of his bout with cancer
Just what a heartfelt tale of an incredible journey by an unbelievable
guy! The struggle is real but the mindset always keeps us moving
FORWARD!.! Anyway I’m enjoying it tremendously .). This book has truly
inspired me to check out things differently rather than let that
negative tone of voice or others distinguish your own future. In order
to observe Dany conquer cancer and today get in touch with others with
wish and want to live the very best life ever is actually amazing.!This
book is a must read for anyone striving to live their finest life ever,
healthier and happier!. But I could already tell it’s an excellent book.
Our bodies can do incredible issues, but our minds are even more
powerful. Dany proves that in his tale about the battle of his
lifestyle. and what a scary scenario for him. It certainly makes you
consider what's important in existence.. I’m so inspired by this tale.
His perseverance and ... Before this book I understand the
authorpersonally and he's been a great leader and great old
brother/mentor. His perseverance and dedication while seeing the gift in
this very difficult time is so effective. I’m getting this for everyone
in my life who’s suffered or is experiencing cancer. Many thanks DANNY
FOR THIS AMAZING AND INSPIRING BOOK.. So a lot of things he expressed
that he never distributed to anyone. The force and motivation he
previously and how he transformed his mindset and achieved so a great
many other ventures in his existence. A Gift of Hope Cancer, The Unseen
Present, is an inspiration to all or any. Your mindset is essential.
Thanks because of this gift of a reserve. I simply bought this book and
it's really the most inspiring reserve I ever purchased This man ( Danny
) has inspired me to overcome any obstacles any challenges that comes my
way. I really like the positive response that he had taken against the
complete situation ( fighting cancers.) Danny is an extremely positive
strong son. Great read Not merely did this book help to make me laugh,
cry, think & You must read this book True story of man that proves a
leader isn't born he's built. After reading this book I am really
inspired by his moving story of how he defeated leukemia. Many of us
know this disease is definitely a terminal illness and for this man to
beat it inspired me a lot more. I’m so inspired by this story. There are



still virtues and lessons that he provides trained me that are engraved
in my brain that I still try to practice today.! I want him all the
greatest God bless him and everyone else going through the same
scenario. change my mindset. It also gave me more motivation than I have
now. This book really allows you to understand and have proof that you
control what’s between birth and loss of life. You determine your
destiny. Your health.! Inspirational To live through something similar
to cancer is something worthy of acknowledging but to beat & conquer
cancer is certainly inspirational.! Danny I don’t know you from Adam
however your book is an inspiration it touched my heart and I am an avid
reader and I as well live in Barnes and Nobles!!! Five Stars Amazing!
Definitely a must read book.! Wasn’t really Sure at FIRST... What a
beautiful story reminding us to dedicate every part of our lives to an
increased purpose. ~Ebonie ? @simplicityhealthstyle A powerful story A
powerful story detailing the trials and tribulations of a robust man.
Truly an motivation and definitive proof that we can become and generate
anything we set our hearts and will towards. What a beautiful tale
reminding us to dedicate all of our . Amazing Book I have known Danny
for a couple of years now and I must say this publication has left me
with a fresh view on life.. My brother Angelo called me and asked me to
buy this book and go through it to support one of is own brothers! God
bless you in all of your new and continuing endeavors! The simple truth
is I bought it the very next day and although I was hesitate I am happy
I did! Looking towards seeing all the success you provide to yourself
and success you help others bring to themselves later on! I've recently
started training and working on an improved me for ME!!! Initially I
stated yea after supper I’ll buy it! Your mindset as well as your
future.Many thanks Dany for sharing around the present of hope. so I
knew I acquired to read it. -mybrotherskeeper
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